Spin pairing energy refers to the energy associated with paired electrons sharing one orbital and its effect on the molecules surrounding it. Electron pairing determining the direction of spin depends on several laws founded by chemists over the years such as Hund's law, the Aufbau principle, and Pauli's exclusion principle. An overview of the different types laws associated with the electron pairing rules.

Introduction

There are two different types of spin pairing configurations for an atom or ion: paramagnetic or diamagnetic. Paramagnetic and diamagnetic configurations result from the amount of d electrons in a particular atom. The energy associated with the spin pairing of these configurations relies on a factor of three things, the atom (for its electronic configuration and number of d electrons), the Crystal Field Theory (field splitting of electrons), and the type of ligand field complex (tetrahedral or octahedral). Examples of these three factors affect on spin pairing are shown here:

Being diamagnetic means having all electrons paired and the individual magnetic effects cancel each other out.

![Diamagnetic Configuration]

Being paramagnetic means having unpaired electrons and the individual magnetic effects do not cancel each other out. The unpaired electrons carry a magnetic moment that gets stronger with the number of unpaired electrons causing the atom or ion to be attracted to an external magnetic field.

Spin Pairing Energy

According to Hund's Rule, it takes energy to pair electrons, therefore as electrons are added to an orbital, they do it in such a way that they minimize total energy; this causes the 2s orbital to be filled before the 2p orbital. When an electron can singly occupy a given orbital, in a paramagnetic state, that configuration results in high spin energy. However, when two electrons are forced to occupy the same orbital, they experience an interelectronic repulsion effect on each other which in turn increases the total energy of the orbital. The greater this repulsion effect, the greater the energy of the orbital. To calculate this repulsion effect Jorgensen and Slater founded that for any transition metal on the basis of first order perturbation theory can be solved by:

$$E(S) = E(qd^n) + \left[S(S+1)- S(S+1) \right] D$$

where \(E(qd^n)\) is the weighted mean energy of the configuration, \(S\) is the spin quantum number, \(S(S+1)\) is the average value of the total spin angular momentum and \(D\) is the metal parameter. Therefore,
\[\Delta E = E(S-1) - E(S) = 2SD\]

It is also a general theory that spin pairing energy in the form of repulsion increase from P to D to S orbitals. An example of an element that does not follow this suit is Carbon, whose spin pairing energy increases in the opposite direction (S to D to P). For a clearer picture of how this formula works with the elements in the periodic table, see the attached table. C'd'd refers to the repulsion associated with the 3dq occupation only, C', to the intracore repulsion, and C',d to the intershell repulsion between core and d electrons. For comparison, the first column shows D = E/2S, calculated from the frozen orbitals of the configuration average.

### Spin Pairing Energy

In general:

- Electron spin pairing energy transition from ↑↑ (in two orbitals) to ↑↓ (in one orbital) is characterized by a decrease of the electronic repulsion.

- Atomic radii for transition metals decrease from left to right because added d electrons do not shield each other very well from the increasing nuclear charge (↑ \(Z_{eff}\)). Atomic radii toward the end of a period increase due to the greater electron-electron repulsion (↑ shielding) as electrons are added to occupied orbitals.

- Very closely associated with crystal field theory (repulsion between electrons of the ligands and the central metal ion) and bonding in complex ions such as octahedral, square-planar, and tetrahedral.
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Figure 1: High Spin configuration (left) and low spin configuration (right) for a d⁴ metal in an octahedral field

In the example above, the electrons can fill the d-orbitals in two different ways. The electrons can fill lower energy orbitals and pair with an existing electron there resulting in more stability (example on the right). *Pairing energy* is needed in order to force an electron to fill an orbital that is already occupied with an electron. The electrons can also fill higher energy orbitals and avoid the pairing energy (example on the left). This requires energy and reduces stability.

To figure out whether the electrons pair up or go into higher energy orbital depends on the crystal field splitting energy (\(\Delta\)). If the crystal field splitting energy (\(\Delta\)) is greater than pairing energy, then greater stability would be obtained if the fourth and fifth electrons get paired with the ones in the lower level. If the crystal field splitting energy (\(\Delta\)) is less than the pairing energy, greater stability is obtained by keeping the electrons unpaired.

In this configuration, it is evident from previous information that the configuration on the left has a higher electronic pair spin than the configuration on the right due to the differing field splitting energy and max number of unpaired electrons. Weak ligands, such as \(\text{H}_2\text{O}\) and \(\text{F}^-\), produce small crystal field splitting resulting in high-spin complexes and
strongly paramagnetic. There are only two unpaired electrons in the configuration on the right, which is minimum amount of electrons known as low spin. Strong ligands, such as \(NH_3\) and \(CN^-\), produce large crystal field splitting, leading to low-spin complexes and weakly paramagnetic or sometimes even diamagnetic.

*Table 1*: Example spin pairing energies for some first-row \(d^4\), \(d^5\), \(d^6\), and \(d^7\) complexes:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(d^n)</th>
<th>Ion</th>
<th>P, kJ/mol (cm(^{-1}))</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(d^4)</td>
<td>(Cr^{+2})</td>
<td>244.3 (20,425)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(Mn^{+3})</td>
<td>301.6 (25,215)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(d^5)</td>
<td>(Mn^{+2})</td>
<td>285.0 (23,825)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(Fe^{+3})</td>
<td>357.4 (29,875)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(d^6)</td>
<td>(Fe^{+2})</td>
<td>229.1 (19,150)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(Co^{+3})</td>
<td>282.6 (23,625)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(d^7)</td>
<td>(Co^{+2})</td>
<td>250 (20,800)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Problems

1. What state, paramagnetic or diamagnetic has a higher spin pairing repulsion?
2. What is the electron configuration of Mn?
3. What is the spin pairing configuration of Mn?
4. How does the spin pairing configuration of Mn affect the spin energy?
5. What is the electron spin energy differ between these two complexes:

   A) \([Fe(NO_2)_6]^{3-}\)

   B) \([FeBr_6]^{3-}\)
Answers

1. Paramagnetic
2. [Ar] 3d^3
3. Paramagnetic
4. Because Mn has a paramagnetic configuration, its spin energy is high
5. A) NO has a high crystal field splitting energy therefore causing the electrons to be forced together in lower state energy orbitals making most of them diamagnetic. This configuration causes this complex to have low spin energy.

   B) Br has a very small crystal field splitting energy, causing the electrons to disperse among the orbitals freely. This allows a paramagnetic state, causing this complex to have high spin energy.
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